
Achieve more together with Microsoft Teams
The hub for teamwork in Office 365

Benefits for your business

Communicate more effectively
Get your team on the same page with group chat, 

online meetings, calling, and web conferencing

Work better together
Collaborate on files with built-in Office 365 apps like 

Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and SharePoint

Customize your workspace
Add in your favourite Microsoft apps and third-party 

services to keep the business moving forward

Keep your team secure
Get end-to-end security, administrative control, and 

compliance—all powered by Office 365

4 hrs/wk
are saved by information 
workers through improved 
collaboration and 
information sharing

150 trips
average number of overnight 
trips replaced with online 
meetings by Year 3

18.9%
reduction in meetings each 
week

17.7%
improvement of time-to-
decision made by decision 
makers

<6 months
payback period

$4,500 saved
per employee in productivity*

SOURCE: Forrester study: The Total Economic Impact™ Of Microsoft Teams

*The average organization with 50 knowledge workers that has already adopted Office 365 sees 
an estimated and approximate $220,000 - $300,000 3-year ROI (risk and cost adjusted based on a 
10% discount rate). This produces an average 3-year ROI of $4500 per employee in comparison to a 
$10,000 upfront investment (half internal and half outsourced costs).
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Full adoption isn’t realized
This results in underutilization of a significant 
investment. Some employees aren’t confident in 
new technologies so don’t know where to begin.

Employees don’t utilize the technology 
to its full potential
Meaning the investment isn’t fully realized resulting 
in wasted capital and productivity.

Issues that can occur when an organization implements new technology:

How SysGen Digital 
Advisory Can Help
Strategic
We assess your organization’s future 
needs and create a plan to implement 
the technical aspects according to 
industry best practises

Change Management
Often the hardest part of new 
technology implementation is 
employee adoption. We provide a 
tailored experience to ensure each 
employee feels confident with the new 
technology.

Industry Knowledge
Our team is experienced in working 
across a variety of verticals and 
we bring insight into specialized 
deployments.

Education
We know the ins and outs of the 
technology and educate your 
workforce on the tips and tricks to be 
productive.

Interested in adopting Teams?
sysgen.ca/msteams | info@sysgen.ca
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